
MAKEOVERS USING MAKEUP FOUND IN DISCOUNT STORES 
 
With so many of us cutting back to save money, is it possible to still look trendy and beautiful with 
makeup found at discount stores? 
 
Kristin Perrotta, beauty editor of Allure magazine (http://www.allure.com/) says yes! 
 
She stopped by The Early Show with the dos and don'ts of lower price makeup shopping! 
 
HIGHER QUALITY MAKE-UP DOES NOT HAVE TO COME WITH A HIGHER PRICE TAG! 
 
You don't have to spend a lot of money to get makeup in the newest hottest colors and trends. 
We found a lot of amazing products that make us look trendy this winter! Each product was less 
than $2.50. All the looks this morning are done with make-up all under $16. There are several 
products that are exclusive to dollar and discount stores - like ELF and Wet and Wild. These 
products are good to purchase because they are made new exclusively for discount stores. They 
have not been passed down from dept stores or higher end boutiques. 
 
People need to be more careful about the unsealed limited edition products that have been 
passed down from department stores because they were in overstock. It is still safe to buy them, 
but you want to pay closer attention. Examine products - give the products a look and a sniff. Red 
flags will be - if lipstick or creams have condensation on it or rancid smell - not something you 
would want to use. If the packaging is still on the cosmetics check to see if there is an expiration 
date. 
 
THREE TRENDS 
 
WINTER WONDERLAND 
 
This is a trendy look this winter especially with women that have pale skin. This entire look is $13! 
Remember - to pair the shimmery eyes with a very bold lipstick. 
 
TIPS: 
 
*BUY LIPSTICK WITH 95% WAX - 95% wax will hold up very well. They wont have beading or 
sweating. If the lipstick is opaque then avoid buying. You should be able to look at the lipstick and 
see if condensation is occuring. If the lipstick still come in packaging then check out the 
ingredients. Wax would be the first ingredient on the list of ingredients. 
*GO FOR POWDER EYE SHADOWS INSTEAD OF CREAM - creams don't have as long as a 
shelf life as powders. If you can't see the the eye shadows make sure to shake them before 
purchasing. Lots of times the eye shadows could be broken from rough handling or travel and you 
don't want to open the compact and have it fall over over the place - so give it a good shake and 
make sure it is still solid. 
 
BRONZED GODDESS 
 
This is a very hot look right now and warms up your skin tone and gives you a healthy glow all 
winter. When applying bronzer you want to dust it on the place that the sun would really hit - 
across forehead, down nose, along jaw line for sun kissed look. Allure suggests you pair this with 
a colored gloss - rosey shades or more nude shades because it gives a golden look.  
Red glosses also looks amazing with bronzers. 
 
TIPS: 
 



*CHECK BRONZER AGAINST NATURAL LIGHT - make sure you pick a shade that reflects what 
your skin look like in the sun. If you get a caramel tan then get a caramel looking bronzer. Don't 
pick a bronzer with too much shimmer! It looks too face. 
*STOCK UP ON LIP GLOSS 
Lip gloss is a great find in discount stores because the majority of lip glosses are packaged in an 
air tight tube. As long as it has a safety seal around it it lasts for everything. It is risky purchasing 
lip gloss where there is no seal - because lots of people may have tried on the gloss. Buy a lip 
gloss that has a lot of color. You can always dilute it with lip balm or vaseline if you want it to be 
more sheer. 
 
BOLD-EYED BEAUTY - Use color on eyes!!!!! 
 
*PURCHASE EYE PENCILS NOT TUBES - buy eyeliner in pencil form. When you buy it in a tube 
it dries out much quicker. Sharpen the pencils when you get home just in case the pencils have 
been used - sharpening will get rid of any bacteria left over. If you have never worn colors 
shopping at a discount store is the way to go - you can buy lots of colors and try them! A trick to 
making the eyeliner apply thicker (like some of the creamier more expensive versions) is rubbing 
it between two fingers before applying it. It will warm up and glide on easily. 
*BEWARE OF MASCARA - even the best mascaras dry out really easily so if they have been 
sitting on the shelves at discount stores for a while you maybe out of luck. Unless it is made 
specifically for the dollar stores (elf Brand or Wet & Wild for example) you don't want to buy it. 


